Perceptual experiments using consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) syllables were carried out to examine the perceptual relevance of the first formant frequency (F 1 ) trajectory in the perception of high vowels versus nonhigh vowels. Results show that stimuli characterized by a higher onset frequency and F 1 maximum at the beginning of the vocalic portion are perceived as lower vowels than stimuli with a lower F 1 onset frequency and F 1 maximum toward the end of the vocalic portion. These findings are in agreement with the hypothesis, based on the acoustic analyses of Di Benedetto (1989), that stimuli with higher F 1 onset frequencies and F 1 maximum at the beginning of the vocalic portion characterize lower vowels. Results are similar for native speakers of different languages, leading to a suggestion that this phenomenon may have either an articulatory or an auditory basis. Possible interpretations based on an overshoot hypothesis or a formant time average theory were investigated through an additional perceptual experiment. Results of this last experiment agree with a weighted average time formant theory.
INTRODUCTION
The aim of the perceptual experiments presented in this paper was to investigate the perceptual relevance of the first formant frequency (F 1 ) trajectory in the identification of high vowels versus nonhigh vowels. In the experiments, syn- It was hypothesized that these vowels could be synthesized, using for the stimuli the same total duration of the vocalic portion with appropriate values of F 1 maximum.
In experiment 1, which will be described in Sec. I, stimuli characterized by two different F 1 trajectories (higher F 1 onset frequency and F 1 maximum towards the beginning or lower F 1 onset frequency and F 1 maximum towards the end of the vocalic portion) were used. Identification tests were carried out on subjects of three different languages: American English, Italian, and Japanese. The motivation for the aspects of the perceptual data obtained in the present study that fit in this larger context will be outlined.
I. EXPERIMENT 1: ROLE OF THE F1 TRAJECTORY
The aim of experiment 1 was to investigate the perceptual relevance of the F 1 trajectory using dVd synthetic syllables. The experiment consisted of two parts: a preliminary experiment and an extended experiment. Both were identification tests. The aim of the preliminary experiment was to identify the set of vowels, belonging to the vowel system of each subjects' language, to which the vowels of the stimuli were matched by the listeners. In the preliminary experiment, no information concerning the inventory of vowel qualities was given to the subject participating in the experiment. The stimuli were described to the subjects as being dVd synthetic syllables, and subjects were asked to identify the vowel in the stimuli as any vowel system of their language. On the basis of the results of the preliminary experiment, the subjects participating in the extended experiment were asked to identify the vowel in the stimuli as one of the vowels belonging to the set of vowels identified in the preliminary experiment consisting of vowels belonging to the vowel system of the subject's language.
A. Subjects
Five subjects participated in the preliminary experiment. None of the subjects had any knowledge of the purpose of the experiment. Two of these subjects were native speakers of Italian, two were native speakers of American English, and one was a native speaker of Japanese. The Italian subjects were both naive listeners without a good knowledge of any other language. They both named Italian as their best language. The American subjects were phonetically trained listeners and monolingual. They were both members of the Speech Communication Group of MIT, living in the Massachusetts area. The Japanese subject was a phonetically trained listener. At the time of the experiment, he had been living in Cambridge, MA for a few weeks, and his knowledge of American English was rather limited. He named Japanese as his first language.
Seven subjects participated in the extended experiment.
None of the subjects had any knowledge about the purpose of the experiment. Four subjects were native speakers of American English, two of Italian, and one of Japanese. The American subjects were all phonetically trained listeners and were members of the Speech Communication Group at MIT. Only one of the American subjects served as a subject in the preliminary experiment. None of the American subjects had profound knowledge of other languages and they all lived in Cambridge, MA. The Italian subjects were both naive listeners. None of the Italian subjects served as a subject in the preliminary experiment. One of the Italian subjects had good knowledge of French but named Italian as his first language; the other subject did not have any knowledge of any other language. The Japanese subject was the one who served as a subject in the preliminary experiment. It will be shown in the analysis of the results of this experiment that the presence of a limited number of subjects per language could be justified by the fact that no important differences across subjects were observed. However, the presence of only one Japanese subject is somewhat problematic, and the results obtained for this speaker should be considered to be only preliminary.
B. Stimuli
All the stimuli consisted of synthetic dVd syllables and were synthesized with the Klatt synthesizer. This cascade/ parallel formant synthesizer has been extensively described by Klatt ( 1980 Klatt ( , 1984 . The time where F 1 reached its maximum and the F 1 onset frequency were the parameters by which two stimuli having the same F 1 maximum differed. Figure 1 shows the F 1 trajectories of the stimuli used. As shown in Fig. 1 In the preliminary experiment, type I and type II stimuli were presented in two phases. In the first phase, the ten type I stimuli were first randomized and then presented in three sets of ten stimuli. Each set consisted of one repetition of each of ten type I stimuli; thus, each type I stimulus was presented three times. In each set, the stimuli were spaced by a pause of 3 s and the sets of stimuli were spaced by a pause of 7 s. In the second phase, an identical procedure was used, with type II stimuli.
The extended experiment consisted of three phases. In a first phase, only type I stimuli and in a second phase only type II stimuli were presented to the listeners. In a third phase, type I and type II stimuli were both presented to the listeners. In the first phase, each type I stimulus was presented ten times. The ten type I stimuli were ordered in such a way that all possible combinations of two consecutive stimuli appeared; the responses given by the listeners for each stimulus could then be supposed to be independent of the stimulus preceding it. The second phase was organized as the first one, but the stimuli used were of type II. In the third phase, the ten stimuli of type I and the ten stimuli of type II were divided into two sets of ten stimuli each. Each set sam- The results obtained for each subject in the three phases were averaged since the identification functions obtained were identical in the first and third phases for stimuli of type I, and in the second and third phases for type II stimuli. The results were represented by the identification curves in the plane identified on the abscissa by the stimulus number (see Table I ) and on the ordinate by the percent of identification of the vowel (or vowels), each time specified. A logistic curve fitting the data and the 50% crossover point were computed. The crossover value represents the point at which the identification changes from the vowel (or vowels) specified to a different vowel. The logistic curve was found according to the procedure proposed by Neter and Wassermann (1974) and it represents the probability of correct response (psychometric function).
D. Results
In the preliminary experiment, the vowels of the syn- Based on the results of the preliminary experiment, the American subjects were asked, in the extended experiment, to identify the vowel of the synthetic syllables as one vowel of the set [i,x,e,e]. In any case, none of the subjects reported hearing a vowel different from these four.
Results of the extended experiment obtained for each American subject individually are presented in Fig. 2 , which shows that all type II stimuli were identified by the subjects SSH and JP as [i] or Ix] and never as [el or [el, while the two other subjects' identification curves for type II stimuli cross the 50% line. For type I stimuli, similar identification curves were found for all subjects. A possible explanation of this result was that, for SSH and JP, the shape of the F 1 trajectory was more perceptually relevant than the F 1 maximum value. Thus, even when F 1 was in the high-value range, these subjects based their judgment of the stimuli on the fact that the F 1 trajectory had that particular shape. Average results were then obtained for type I stimuli by considering the four subjects' responses [ Fig. 3 (a) ], and for type II stimuli using only those of KS and CB [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Consider 
that, nevertheless, if the results of JP and SSH were taken
into account in computing averaged responses for type II stimuli, the crossover point would be at a higher value than that indicated in Fig. 3(b) . Figure 3 shows that a lower crossover value for type I than for type II stimuli was found.
The difference was about two stimulus numbers or about 40
Hz.
Based on the results of the preliminary experiment, the Italian subjects were asked to identify the vowels of the synthetic syllables as ence in the crossover values for type I and type II stimuli. This difference was less than in the previous cases (about 0.8 stimulus number) and in the same direction.
One should again consider that the number of subjects was small and that there was variation among the results obtained by American subjects. However, all subjects, American, Italian, and Japanese, showed a tendency to associate synthetic vowels characterized by higher F 1 onset frequency and F 1 maximum at the beginning of the vocalic portion (type I stimuli) with lower vowels than synthetic vowels characterized by a lower F 1 onset value and F 1 maximum towards the end of the vocalic portion (type II stimuli). All the subjects participating in experiment 1 (preliminary and extended) declared that they were not disturbed by the perception of the consonants and that they always perceived the consonants of the synthetic utterances as [d].
II. EXPERIMENT 2: ROLE OF DURATION
The aim of experiment 2 was to investigate whether shortening the duration of the stimuli used in experiment 1 would lead to different listeners' responses. In fact, by shortening the duration of the stimuli, the F 1 onset frequencies could be kept the same in the two experiments, but the time where F 1 reached its maximum relative to the total vowel duration was changed. Experiment 2 was carried out to gain insight on how the relative F 1 onglide duration with respect to total duration influenced vowel perception.
A. Subjects
The subjects were the same as those of the extended experiment 1.
B. Stimuli
The stimuli used in experiment 2 differed from those of experiment 1 in terms of duration. The duration of the stimuli was 95 ms (20 ms shorter in duration than the stimuli of experiment 1 ), and the duration of the steady-state interval of the vowel was 15 ms for all stimuli. The F 1 onset and offset frequencies were kept the same as in experiment 1. In type I stimuli, the duration of the onglide was 30 ms and the duration of the offglide 50 ms. In type II stimuli, the durations were reversed: 50 ms for the onglide duration and 30 for the offglide. Consequently, for type I stimuli, the shape of the F 1 onglide was the same in experiments 1 and 2 and the F 1 offglide was shorter in experiment 2, while for stimuli of type II the F 1 onglide was shorter in experiment 2 and the shape of the F 1 offglide was the same in the two experiments. experiment 1 (shift of the crossover towards higher values by about 1 stimulus number for type I and 0.9 stimulus number for type II stimuli). Note that, in Japanese, [i] is usually shorter than [el (Klatt, 1985) .
Note that, for the American English and the Italian subjects, the differences in the crossover values in experiments 1 and 2 were larger for type II than for type I stimuli. The shift found in the crossover values for type I stimuli in experiments I and 2 was expected since, for these stimuli, the onglide duration was unchanged while the offglide duration was shortened. The onglide duration relative to the total vowel duration was then larger for type I stimuli in experiment 2 than in experiment 1, making these stimuli resemble more, in terms of relative onglide duration, type II stimuli; this could justify the results that type I stimuli in experiment 2 were perceived as higher vowels than in experiment 1. The shifts found in the crossover values for type II stimuli in experiments 1 and 2 were expected to be in the opposite direction. Since for these stimuli the onglide duration was shortened and the offglide duration was unchanged, the relative onglide duration with respect to the total vowel duration was smaller in experiment 2 than in experiment 1, making these stimuli resemble more, in terms of relative onglide duration, type I stimuli. These stimuli should have then been perceived as lower vowels in experiment 2 than in experiment 1. It thus appears that, for type II stimuli in experiment 2, the overall stimulus duration overrode the expected effect of shorter onglide, which would have presumably produced more [ e ]-[ e ] responses, since the onglide duration of these stimuli (50 ms) was intermediate between the onglide duration of type I and type II stimuli of experiment 1 (30 and 70 ms, respectively). Note that, as already pointed out, the high vowels are shorter than the nonhigh vowels under consideration in the three languages considered. merits 1 and 2. American English and Italian subjects were considered in order to compare the results obtained in experiments 1 and 2 with native speakers of the same languages.
Seven stimuli were considered. They all consisted of dVd synthetic syllables of the kind used in experiment 1. The F 1 trajectories of these stimuli are shown in Fig. 9 . The trajectories for formants above F I and the fundamental frequency contour were identical to those of the stimuli of experiment 1. A more detailed description of the stimuli is given in Table III . Stimuli A-D were chosen in order to gain insight on how stimuli characterized by a very rapid onset and various offglide durations were perceived. The responses to those stimuli could be compared to the ones corresponding to stimuli E and F, which were characterized, on the contrary, by a long onglide duration (note that E and F have the same onglide slope).
C. Procedure
Experiment 3 consisted of two phases. In a first phase, identification tests were carried out. The stimuli were randomized and presented to the listeners. Each stimulus occurred eight times. The subjects were asked to identify the vowel of each stimulus as any vowel in the vowel system of their language. In a second phase, matching tests were carried out. The subjects were asked to listen to pairs of stimuli (one of the stimuli in each pair was stimulus A and the other stimulus in the pair was stimulus B, C, D, E, or F) and to grade their similarity in three steps: very similar (VS), similar (S), nonsimilar (NS). Each stimulus pair was presented ten times.
III. EXPERIMENT 3: FORMANT TIME AVERAGE VERSUS OVERSHOOT
The aim of experiment 3 was to investigate whether either a formant time average theory or an overshoot hypothesis based on perceptual extrapolation of the F 1 trajectory was appropriate for interpreting the results obtained in experiments 1 and 2. On the basis of a formant time average hypothesis, the perceived F 1 frequency should correspond to a frequency that is included in the set of frequencies swept by the F 1 trajectory, while on the basis of an overshoot hypothesis, the perceived F 1 could correspond to higher frequency values with respect to those of the F 1 trajectory.
A. Subjects
Three subjects participated in this experiment. Two of these subjects (CH and RS) were native speakers of American English. They were phonetically trained listeners and named American English as their best language. They were both members of the Speech Communication Group at MIT. One of the subjects (SM) was a native speaker of Italian with some knowledge of American English, but he named Italian as his first language. This subject was a naive listener. None of the subjects had participated in experi-
D. Results
Results of the identification test obtained from the three subjects showed that the vowels of the synthetic utterances were identified as [t] The results for subjects RS, CH, and SM are shown in Fig. 10(a)-(c Results of the matching test are shown in Fig. 11 . Re- sults of each subject were identical (there was no variability across subjects) to the average results. Figure 11 shows, on the abscissa, the stimulus pairs (the reference stimulus is always stimulus A in all pairs), represented by the same letters as in Fig. 9 , and, on the ordinate, the judgment given by the subjects. 
IV. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION
Perceptual experiments 1 and 2, which were carried out on American, Italian, and Japanese subjects, showed that stimuli that were characterized by a higher F 1 onset frequency and F 1 maximum at the beginning of the vocalic portion were perceived as lower vowels than stimuli in which the F 1 maximum was reached towards the end of the vocalic portion and the F 1 onset value was lower. This result is in agreement with the observation based on the analysis of the In addition, experiment 2, in which all the stimuli considered were 20 ms shorter than those of experiment 1, showed that the duration of the synthetic vowel was a factor that influenced vowel perception. When shorter stimuli were considered, the difference in the perception of type I and type II was maintained, but shorter stimuli were identified by all subjects as higher vowels. It was noticed that stimuli of type I, which had in experiment 2 a shorter offglide than in experiment 2, were perceived as higher vowels, in agreement with the results of experiment 1. On the contrary, stimuli of type II, which would have been expected to produce more The results of experiment 3 showed that stimuli which were characterized by a very short F 1 onglide and a higher F 1 onset frequency (stimuli A-D) were perceived as lower vowels than stimuli with a longer F 1 onglide and a lower F 1 onset frequency (stimuli E and F). If the fast transition of stimuli A-D was considered as part of the vowel, this result would agree with an overshoot hypothesis. If the fast transition were considered as part of the consonant, they would agree with an average time formant theory. We suggest that this second hypothesis is more reasonable, as such a rapid change in F 1 (10 ms) implies a rapid spectrum change, and that this property characterizes segments of speech having the feature [ + consonantal] (Stevens, 1980 (Stevens, , 1989 . As far as the F 1 transition of the vowel is concerned, we believe that one can consider that there is no change in frequency off 1 in stimuli A-D. In addition, the results of experiment 3 give additional support for the hypothesis that the entire F 1 trajectory is taken into account by the perceptual mechanism that processes it. In fact, stimulus A was perceived as a somewhat more open vowel than stimulus B. The finding that the entire F 1 trajectory affects vowel judgment would be a good additional argument against the overshoot hypothesis if one assumes that an overshoot mechanism considers the onglide shape (onglide duration and F 1 onset frequency) to build an extrapolation curve and then uses total duration to determine the sampling point, ignoring the effects of the offglide shape. However, one could imagine that, on the contrary, the overshoot mechanism uses also the offglide trajectory to correct "the direction" pointed by the extrapolation curve.
That shorter stimuli were perceived as higher vowels may reflect a process learned by the subjects. In fact, it was observed that, in the three languages studied, high vowels are characterized by shorter durations than nonhigh vowels. However, if this phenomenon were language universal, it could be argued that there is some evidence for innate articulatory or auditory bases. In the same way, the similar results observed for listeners of different languages concerning the F 1 temporal and spectral properties effects could lead to a suggestion that this phenomenon may have either an articulatory or an auditory basis; a possible biomechanical explanation was suggested in Di Benedetto (1989) by relating it to anticipatory coarticulation effects on vowels dependent on postvocalic place of articulation.
The perceptual data presented in this study and in the acoustic analysis described in Di Benedetto ( We identified two properties, one associated with the F 1 onset frequency and the other with the relative F 1 onglide duration with respect to total vowel duration, which appeared to be acoustically (Di Benedetto, 1989) and perceptually relevant. This research should be considered as a first attempt of specifying acoustic invariants of vowels, which would account for spectral and temporal variations off 1. In future studies, in which temporal and spectral properties will not be confounded, we might be able to determine whether the temporal or the spectral characteristics might account alone for the effects observed.
